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Strength.....Grafting, Budding and Transplanting.....Pruning to Discourage Plant
Growth.....Biodynamic Gardening for Removal of Pestseeking inspiration before undertaking a
new project or embarking upon a journey of spiritual growth or even undertaking non-invasive
approaches to healing, can be an overwhelming experience in today’s world of information
overload. The aim of this new edition published by the Solar Institute is to summarize relevant
information and present it in a well-organized, straight forward easy to use format that fits in the
palm of your hand. No confusion and best of all no electricity required! My writing over the
years has led to a yearly Tao Nutrition Planetary Almanac, a book on ancient QI Gong called
Deciphering Tablet Number XIII The Keys of Life and Death as well as an in-depth publication of
the Tao titled: Eternal Youth via Tao Te Ching. Longevity Secrets via Universal Energy. It was
through writing these editions that I came across correspondences and discovered they
unraveled the mystery of the interconnectedness behind life, form and energy.
Correspondences can illustrate the connection we have with each other, like threads in a
tapestry. This helps one clearly isolate the connections that we encounter on a daily basis as we
interact with the world around us, making it an especially valuable tool for energy workers,
martial artists or crafts-persons. It allows one to view the natural flow of associations that fit
together with one another, which is fundamental to how we think, act and feel. By incorporating
Charts and Tables of Correspondences into your practice, work or art you expand the scope of
energy you put towards your intention; all without losing any focus. Hence, correspondences in
general provide a rich tapestry for manifesting your intentions and desires.All Conveniently



OrganizedThe smatterings of tables, diagrams and charts we come across in books or view
digitally needs an ordered structured format. It has been my goal to compile this "mess" of the
most sought after information into a common sense repository that is easy to find, is organized
and clearly displayed in simple tables. Hence all the work has been done for you. No more
endless searching through outdated books, charts or confusing webpages and tables. When it
came to the major deities from loas and orishas, I found these were out of my league to list in
this edition. Instead, I made the decision to focus on the interconnection that relates to the web
of life and simply illustrate these connections in tabular format. The end result revealed a
simplified framework where one is able to weave out their intention(s) without any interference.
Compiling a book of correspondences today could easily fill a number of large volumes so I
needed to figure out where to draw the line, whilst viewing endless lists of tables, charts and
graphs. Hence, I have tended to keep things discreet with the aim of being practical, based on
the frequency or number of times correspondences were frequently cited or searched for.
Hence, this decision avoided filling entire volumes with unnecessary and wasteful
information. Using CorrespondencesAs mentioned earlier, information overload is the norm
today. I firmly believe that correspondences can create a clear path through the chaos allowing
one to view the relevant connections that exist within the framework of nature and its
corresponding energies. Correspondence charts can also help one advance spiritually,
especially if you work in the corporate world where at times it is necessary to become grounded,
in order to avoid straying too far from morals and values or to strengthen one’s spiritual growth.
Correspondences, can help you advance in life, perhaps even getting a much needed promotion
at work, learning to banish negativity or to learn how to connect with the natural order of things.
This edition focuses on things that one encounters the most in their environment, so this
publication is generally intended for beginners.It was a serious challenge, taking over a year to
compile these charts in a balanced format with a healthy dose of common sense to weed out the
unrelated material. This has resulted in an edition with its own unique subheadings and
associated correspondences. Now anyone can follow the thread of any one corresponding table
or chart, and become inspired to make new discoveries and chart solutions. Hence, if you
choose to use the color blue for a project, you might look up the chapter Musical Notes
Correspondences, discovering that blue represents the note G#. After further browsing you
come across the chapter Correspondences of the Planets, where blue represents the planet
Venus. This may than give you the urge to search for and listen to music that is dominated by
G# notes, while viewing the planet Venus. If you want to dig deeper, than match your color with
one of the 5 elements in the chapter titled: The Elements Correspondences. This now shows a
match of blue being represented by the element Water. From there you will find an abundance
of information related to the water element, from diet to recommended foods to the time day the
effects of the Water element are strongest. The associated correspondences have now lead
you down a new path resulting in new ideas and inspiration. This edition is intended as a
companion book to my two books Deciphering Tablet Number XIII The Keys of Life and Death



and Eternal Youth via Tao Te Ching, Longevity Secrets via Universal Energy. Its purpose being
to strengthen spiritual progress and advance personal development. Familiarize yourself with
the colors, seasons, elements, planets and other categories in this book and you will begin to
experience the many relationships that interconnect with one another. This in turn will allow you
to forge new relationships that hold special meaning for you.Why use Correspondences?By
placing the information in tables, it allows the mind to use the information as a focal tool, helping
one to channel their intention(s) and direct creative energy. This energy than manifests itself as
new inspiration and expanded creativity. Correspondences can also serve as links to the past,
allowing one to connect with ancient myths and folklore handed down to mankind throughout the
centuries. For all our modern day sophistication, correspondences bring clarity to unseen
associations because they purposely guide us closer to a sense of where we belong on our
spiritual path. They weave together our beliefs, ideas and energy, providing deeper
psychological meaning to our daily rituals as we unite individually with source. Correspondences
also behave as keys that combine to unlock unseen energies which aid us in manifesting our
desires and intentions. These energies embody both physical and symbolic energies, providing
the means for uniting the seen and unseen worlds through the interwoven aspects of all things.
Hence, one who understands the three fold relationship between using intention to raise one’s
vibration (spiritual growth), information (knowing) and action (doing), has a huge advantage in
whether his or her intention(s) will manifest into reality. The charts, diagrams and tables in this
book and the patterns they are associated with operate on numerous levels - emotional,
spiritual, social and environmental. When new associations are found, inspiration bubbles forth,
expanding and raising one's vibration and in the end, accelerating one’s spiritual growth.
Without association, inspiration would not be possible because our brains would never be able
to formulate new ideas and concepts. Isaac Bonewits stated that the power of a single thing can
be used through something else that has a connection or association with it, because our brains
function based on association. By finding meaningful links in raw information, it allows one to
form stronger associations with what one deems valuable. They say those who bring value to
the market place make the most. A Simple Exercise on how to use CorrespondencesIf you are
an artist or craftsperson, you will find that the color charts and tables will help you match
textures, especially with fluids, time of day or even body part. As an example, if you had a desire
to make and sell red candles, you could match your red candle with the element Fire, which is
represented by the color Red. Fire represents South, so you could use south type diagrams or
imprint pictures upon the red candle. The chapter titled: Yin & Yang Correspondences shows
that Red and Fire are associated with the Full Moon, with the time of day being 12 noon. Hence,
an image or a diagram of a full moon high in the night sky with a river flowing southwards in the
background carved onto the candle would display an image that expresses overall harmony.
This brings out the vibrancy and expression of this work of art. Hence, you now have a work of
art that is vibrant, colorful, and a true representation of your of original intention. This is just one
simple example of matching associated elements and using these to maximize your



intention(s). Use this book to look for the type of correspondence that matches your intent,
desire or action. Artists and crafts-persons will find this edition especially invaluable when
making simple choices regarding the making of jewelry design, or arranging the interior of a
living space or designing a new one.How to use this bookThis book is divided into a listing of
chapters organized by main headings which than consist of subheadings that are filled with
tables that contain the information. This simplistic approach to organized information allows
rapid flexibility for how one prefers to outlay their intention or to sharpen their focus on any
particular subject. If you don't want to begin with intent, allow yourself to experience memoires
from the past and seek associations with these using the tables provided. This is useful if you
are an energy worker, as healing is often associated with confronting and neutralizing past
trauma. To begin with, search for relevant associations that symbolize what you are working with
or that relate to your intention as shown in the earlier examples. Another way to use this book is
to flip through the pages up to 6 weeks before a change of season or match the current moon
cycle to the tables and charts. This will give you future information on how to adjust to the
upcoming changes as the season approaches.  In the Chapter titled: Chapter 9.
Correspondences of the Constellations you can use the charts and tables with a Moon Void of
Course Calendar to observe the moon and the related constellation and its effects upon nature,
or to find the best time to undertake a new project. You can find a moon void of course calendar
online or at any good bookstore by using Llewellyn’s Moon Sign Book. In Chapter 4,
subheading chart titled: Hourly and Monthly Variation of QI Flow, it shows the time that QI
Energy peaks in the corresponding organ. Around this approximate time is the best time to
perform exercises (especially CHI exercises) to heal that organ. This is because CHI energy
compliments the energy of the constellation. This could mean laying hands on that region and
allowing healing energy to flow into it, or using acupressure or acupuncture methods. You could
also use guided imagery, imagining the region bathed in a golden healing light or similar
techniques. It is my intention that this book will encourage you to thoroughly explore,
experiment and discover for yourself unique new ways to combine these unique
correspondences, using them to support and empower your spiritual growth.A special tip to help
find matching associations. Photocopy the chapters and subheadings at the start of this book,
than lay the pages down upon a flat surface or pin them up on a wall. Next, look at the chapters
and subheadings to match the relevant associations shown in the chapters and their
subheadings.Chapter 1. Musical Notes CorrespondencesColor + Note +
PlanetsRedCMarsMarsRed-OrangeC#OrangeDMercurySunYellowESunMercuryYellow-
GreenFGreenF#VenusVenusBlue-GreenGBlueG#JupiterMoonBlue-
VioletASaturnSaturnVioletA#MoonJupiterRed-VioletBChakra + Color + Frequency + Note
CorrespondencesChakraColorFrequencyNoteSvadhisthana(located above pubic bone / below
the navel)Orange9HzDSolar Plexus Yellow10hzEHeartGreen10.5hzFThroatBlue12hzG3rd
EyeIndigo13hzACrownWhite15hzBNotesConstellationElemental NotesC  -C#DD#EFF#GG#AA
#BAriesTaurusGeminiCancerLeoVirgoLibraScorpioSagittariusCapricornAquariusPiscesC =



FireE = AirG# = WaterA = EarthThe Qlippoth, Tunnels of Set & NightsideTunnel
NoteColorThantifaxath CBlack and blueShalicu DVermilion and emeraldRaflifu DRayed
red and amberQulielfi BSlug-slime silver & stoneTzuflifu CBlack and blueParafaxitas
CBright red and EmeraldA'ano'nin ABlack and indigoSaksaksalim G#Bright yellow and dark
blueNiantiel GIndigo brown and greenish blueMalkunofat G#Deep blue and sea
greenLafcursiax F#Pale green & rich blueKurgasiax A#Bright blue rayed with yellowYamatu
FYellowish green and slateTemphioth ESharp greenish yellow & grayCharacith D#Dark
greenish brown and amberZamradiel DNew leather yellow & mauveUriens C#Flame and
brownHemthterith A#Lurid red & glowing redDagdagiel F#Vivid sky blue & bright rose rayed
with pale greenGargophias G#Silver and blackBaratchial EDeep yellow and indigo rayed
with violetAmprodias ELuminous pale yellow and emerald flickered with goldEnochian Letter &
Musical Note CorrespondencesEnochianPlanet / ElementNoteLetterUnAirEAPeMercury
EBGed Luna G#GGal Venus F#DGraph
 AriesCEOrthTaurusC#ECephGeminiDZNa-HathCancerD#HGonVirgoFI,J,YVehJupiterA#C,KUr
LibraF#LTalWaterG#MDrunScorpioGNPalSagittariusG#XMedCapricornAOMalsMarsCPGerAqu
ariusA#QDonPiscesBRFamSolDSGisaFireCTVauSaturnAU,V,WNotes and
ConstellationNameMusical NoteElement / ConstellationAleph          EAirGimelG#MoonDalethF#
VenusHehCAriesVavC#TaurusZayinDGeminiChethD@CancerTethELeoYodFVirgoKaphA#Jupite
rLamedF#LibraMemG#WaterNunGScorpioSamekhG#SagittariusAyinACapricornPehCMarsTzad
diA#AquariusOophBPiscesReshDSunShinCFireTayASaturnYetziratic Intelligence - Keysto the
KabbalahMusical NoteFiery IntelligenceE NaturalIntelligence of TransparencyE NaturalUniting
IntelligenceG SharpLuminous IntelligenceF SharpConstituting IntelligenceC NaturalTriumphant
and Eternal IntelligenceC SharpDisposing IntelligenceD NaturalIntelligence of the House of
InfluenceD SharpIntelligence of the Secret of allSpiritual ActivitiesE NaturalIntelligence of WillF
NaturalRewarding IntelligenceA SharpFaithful IntelligenceG SharpStable IntelligenceG
SharpImaginative Intelligence
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